Small-scale informal enterprises are ubiquitous in low-income countries and, if such enterprises find favorable conditions to grow, can offer a route out of poverty by creating jobs and lowering unemployment rates. However, enterprise growth in the developing world is often constrained by capital, lack of training and skilled labor, market frictions and a general difficulty in identifying ventures with greater growth potential (Woodruff, 2018). In the case of women, entrepreneurship or self-employment is constrained further by several additional factors, such as lower levels of education and skills acquisition, restricted mobility, a higher burden of care work and social norms regarding appropriate work for women. Therefore, a lot of women are unable to leverage the benefits of self-employment and are only able to set up and run home-based enterprises with low economic returns (Thakuriah et al., 2011; Jayachandran, 2015).

Our prior work has addressed constraints to skills acquisition and self-employment among rural women in Pakistan with low levels of income, education, and occupational mobility. Using a set of randomized controlled trials, we evaluated the impact of a government-run tailoring skills program for women in our sample region and found that the training had a positive impact on trainees’ income. In a subsequent intervention aimed at improving market access, a randomized subset of these trained women was linked to the market through sales agents. The market linkage treatment had an additional positive impact on self-employment and income compared to women who had only received skills training. Nevertheless, the growth potential for their home-based businesses seemed to be constrained by demand fluctuations in the local village markets (Cheema et al., 2021).

The expansion of e-commerce and internet access in recent years has led us to investigate if digital technology could be leveraged in our setting to improve these skilled women’s access to wider product markets and enhance their earnings. As we design and implement a pilot intervention to field-test this idea, we have increased our sample to include other female entrepreneurs from the sample region and expanded our survey instruments to collect additional data on important behavioral traits that are commonly linked with entrepreneurial ability in the literature. In addition to the women (trainees) who were part of our previous interventions, our sample will now include some pre-existing tailors in the same village and successful urban-based female entrepreneurs from the region (South Punjab). This will give us the opportunity to study two key research questions:

I. Do behavioral traits, especially those studied in the entrepreneurship literature, differ systematically among the three sets of female entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs in our sample region?

II. Does increased market exposure influence any of the behavioral traits associated with entrepreneurship?

Related Literature

An important challenge in helping small businesses is identifying ventures with greater potential and aspiration to grow (Woodruff, 2018). Researchers have theorized that there is a certain ‘entrepreneurial ability’ which predisposes individuals to choose entrepreneurship and be successful at it. While this ability inevitably includes external factors such as family background, health, age, experience, social and human capital, it also encompasses some behavioral attributes which differ significantly among successful entrepreneurs and others (Parker, 2004; Amit et al., 1993; Maitra & Neelim, 2021). After a brief overview of the
origin of literature focusing on entrepreneurial attributes, we discuss some attributes which have gained spotlight in the literature.

The earliest attempt in literature on unfolding the nature of entrepreneurs was by Richard Cantillon (1755) who presented an entrepreneur as a perceptive and intelligent person who is willing to take risks. He emphasized that by buying at certain prices and selling at uncertain ones, an entrepreneur brings the two sides of the market together, bearing all the risks in the process. Cantillon (1755)’s thoughts were further developed in two directions. Firstly, following Knight (1921), one line of research stressed the uncertainty faced by entrepreneurs and their willingness to take risks. Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979)’s general equilibrium model of firm formation is the most notable contribution in this stream as it draws some important inferences. The model demonstrates that when faced with the same choices, less risk averse individuals choose to become entrepreneurs rather than working as paid employees, and among those who choose to be entrepreneurs, the less risk averse ones expand their ventures more than the relatively high risk averse ones. The second stream of researchers focused on highlighting the exceptional alertness of entrepreneurs. They emphasized that entrepreneurs are more alert to profitable opportunities that are essentially available to all (Kirzner, 1973, 1983), and their ‘entrepreneurial cognition’ allows them to interpret the same business stimuli more favorably than non-entrepreneurs do (Palich & Bagby, 1995; Norton & Moore, 2002).

Since entrepreneurs are exposed to competition more than others, competitiveness and need for achievement are behavioral attributes that have been closely associated with entrepreneurs in the literature. For instance, Boyd (1984) argued that entrepreneurs exhibit ‘Type A’ behavior, which is characterized by competitiveness and striving for achievement among other traits. Marshall (1920, p. 23) claimed that “a manufacturer or a trader is often stimulated much more by the hope of victory over his rivals than by the desire to add something to his fortune”. McClelland (1961) also highlighted that rather than a desire for monetary gains, the key characteristic of successful entrepreneurs is a need for achievement.

Entrepreneurs are also believed to have a love for independence and be extremely optimistic (Cromie, 1987; Dennis, 1996; de Meza & Southey, 1996; Kahneman, 2013). Many entrepreneurs may have an innate desire for ‘being their own boss’ which can explain why they choose to remain self-employed despite earning less than employees do (Aronson, 1991; Hamilton, 2000). Moreover, entrepreneurs having an optimistic outlook can be beneficial for them as it helps them stay persistent in the face of obstacles; though, an over-optimistic temperament may be detrimental to their success. Many individuals who fail in their ventures suffer from an entrepreneurial delusion which is characterized by over-optimism and over-confidence. Being prone to an illusion of control, they may overestimate their odds of success by neglecting an integral factor determining their achievement: competition (Camerer & Lovallo, 1999). As the outcome of businesses depends on the competitors’ actions and changes in market conditions as much as on the entrepreneurs’ own efforts, successful entrepreneurs must be aware of the market around them (Kahneman, 2013).

Our analysis will contribute to the literature on differences in attributes within women entrepreneurs, specifically the behavioral correlates of successful female enterprise. Existing literature has compared entrepreneurs with non-entrepreneurs and also compared these attributes between men and women. For instance, some studies have shown that women may be more risk averse than men in certain situations (Eckel & Grossman, 2008; Croson & Gneezy, 2009; Fletschner et al., 2010). Similarly, it has been established that women are less likely than men to enter in a competition when facing the same choice (Croson & Gneezy, 2009; Niederle & Vesterlund, 2011). This gender gap in competitiveness may be explained by men and women differing in their beliefs about own performance relative to others, since studies have mostly found no differences in baseline performance between men and women (Niederle & Vesterlund, 2007; Fletschner et al., 2010; Buser et al., 2014). While the literature finds significant differences in competitiveness and risk aversion between men and women, differences within women have been harder to find. For example, Artinger and Schade (2013) find that while willingness to compete was lower among female entrepreneurs than male entrepreneurs, it did not vary between female entrepreneurs and other women. The literature is generally inconclusive about within-gender differences in behavioral attributes of entrepreneurs.
The theoretical literature concerning behavioral traits and entrepreneurship motivated us to compare attributes of women who differ in their scale of business and target markets. One of our samples is a set of rural women who graduated from a government funded skills training course but could not leverage employment opportunities due to limited mobility. The other sets of women are a group of pre-existing rural tailors from the same villages who chose to be self-employed and another group of motivated urban entrepreneurs who have made sales through digital channels and otherwise. The three groups are distinct in the markets that they cater to. While the first group was found to stitch clothes mostly for people within their village including their family, relatives, and neighbors (Cheema et al., 2021), the pre-existing tailors might be stitching for people from outside the village while the urban entrepreneurs may have sold a wider range of products in even bigger markets. Further, the groups may vary in their socio-demographic attributes. Therefore, it will be interesting to determine whether cognitive ability and behavioral attitudes differ among the different groups of women entrepreneurs in our sample.

The establishment of a critical relationship between certain behavioral traits and entrepreneurial success stems another important question: can these traits be changed or influenced in individuals? Based on several interdisciplinary studies, these attributes have proven to be malleable under certain conditions (Schildberg-Hörisch, 2018; Meier, 2022; Maitra & Neelim, 2021). Individuals’ risk attitudes have particularly been found to change under exogenous shocks such as natural disasters (Eckel et al., 2009; Page et al., 2014; Cameron & Shah, 2015; Cassar et al., 2017) and with life-changing events which instigate emotions such as fear, happiness and anger, for example, the death of a parent or a child (Meier, 2022). However, disasters and the death of a loved one are not the only all life-changing events which could influence behavioral attributes. Any intervention that exogenously changes the income opportunity set of participants can also be viewed as a life-changing event (Maitra & Neelim, 2021).

In this context, we aim to determine if market exposure influences any of the entrepreneurial traits discussed above. We will be utilizing our randomized ‘market linkage’ intervention to capture the differences in measures of entrepreneurial traits between the treatment and control group. Women in both these groups have participated in a government-run training program which imparted them tailoring skills. The women in the treatment group were additionally linked to sales agents who provided them with orders and raw materials to stitch clothes for the market. Some local exhibitions were also organized towards the end of the intervention which allowed the women in the treatment group to display their products and expand their intra-village client base. Since the intervention exposed women in the treatment group to a broader array of customers, it led to an exogenous increase in their income opportunity set, and it will be enlightening to learn if this affected their behavioral preferences.

Measurement of Entrepreneurial Traits

Lab-in-field experiments and incentivized measurement tasks, incorporated in our baseline survey, will be used to measure some entrepreneurial traits in our sample. Experimental techniques are considered the gold standard for measurement of behavioral traits. While they may be costly and time-consuming to implement in large samples, experimental techniques can elicit far more accurate measures than any self-reporting questionnaire since they observe real choices with real incentives in well-controlled decision situations that are comparable across individuals (Meier, 2022). The experimental methods which we are utilizing have been widely used before for a diverse group of participants, making them suitable to implement in our women-only sample. We frame our subsequent discussion around the specific attributes we are measuring, and the methods chosen to measure them.

Evaluating a Business Opportunity: We want to measure how our three distinct samples, which differ in entrepreneurial scale, respond to a potentially profit-making business opportunity. While some studies have used survey questions to elicit entrepreneurial cognition among their respondents (Asanov & McKenzie, 2018), we measure their willingness-to-pay for a potentially profitable opportunity to trade. Enumerators will show each respondent a stitched dress that was locally made. First, each respondent will be asked to assess the dress quality in detail, estimate the cost incurred in its making and predict the price at which it could be sold in their village (if they respond that it could be sold at all). If they recognize some flaws in the quality,
respondents will further be asked if they could rectify or improve them and how they would do so. This exercise is beneficial in two ways. Primarily, it enables us to examine how graduates of a tailoring skills course (running home-based ventures) assess the quality, cost, and price of locally made dresses compared to pre-existing tailors and successful micro-entrepreneurs from the same region. Additionally, since our baseline survey will also serve the purpose of a long run follow-up on our previous interventions, we can assess if graduates from the tailoring course have learned substantial skills related to stitching which could help them accurately assess the quality of stitching work and, hence, thrive in a competitive market.

Second, we estimate the respondents’ willingness-to-pay for the dress which they were asked to analyze. For this purpose, we adapt the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (1964) mechanism which is commonly referred to as the ‘BDM’ mechanism. Using the BDM approach, the enumerator will ask the respondent to report her maximum willingness-to-pay for the dress, which we denote as x. The enumerator will then randomly pick a price, which we denote as y. If y is less than or equal to x, the respondent will pay the price y and receive the dress, but if y is greater than x, respondent will neither pay nor receive the dress. Respondents will be informed beforehand that they will not be allowed to negotiate the price they are willing to pay after the random draw, which ensures they elicit an accurate willingness-to-pay.

The BDM mechanism has been widely used in experimental settings since its inception, and in recent years, it has also been adapted in field settings (Berry et al., 2011; Dizon-Ross & Jayachandran, 2022). The advantage of using BDM method over other commonly used ones, such as the take-it-or-leave-it method, is that it predicts willingness-to-pay more precisely. For instance, in the take-it-or-leave-it method, a random price, say p, for the good in question is presented to the respondent and they're asked if they would be willing to buy it at that price. If they respond affirmatively, their willingness-to-pay for the good is estimated to be p or greater, and otherwise, it is assumed to be lower than p. The disadvantage of this method is that it may shift the focus of the respondent to the stated price rather than them making a precise valuation of the good (Berry et al., 2011). In our setting, this is particularly important since we will be comparing the willingness-to-pay among our three distinct samples, and with precise valuation, we will be better able to assess the differences in ability among them. Building on Berry et al. (2011)’s BDM design implementation in a field setting in Ghana, we adopt a few additional measures to ensure better compliance with the BDM method. One such measure includes, after explaining the procedure to the respondent, having the enumerator first play a practice round with a bar of soap in which the respondent will not actually have to pay the price and buy the product. Additionally, the enumerator will review some hypothetical outcomes to ensure that the respondent has understood the mechanism.

Risk Attitudes: There is vast empirical literature deploying various methods to elicit risk attitudes among individuals and investigating whether risk attitudes differ between entrepreneurs and others. For example, using interview questions, van Praag and Cramer (2001) found that entrepreneurs were significantly more willing to gamble than employees, which could be an indicator of comparatively lower risk aversion among them. Hvide and Panos (2014) use individual level administrative data on stock market participation, fraction of wealth invested in stock markets and type of stock portfolio to measure risk tolerance and show that their measure of risk tolerance is correlated with choice to be self-employed. Another set of studies compare entrepreneurial choice and hypothetical risk preferences measured later in life using longitudinal data. Some of them find a positive relationship between choice to become self-employed and risk tolerance (Ahn, 2010; Cramer et al., 2002) while others do not. For example, Lindh and Ohlsson (1996) and Uusitalo (2001) report that self-employed people are less likely to participate in lotteries than employees.

Furthermore, there are several studies which have utilized experimental tasks to elicit risk preferences. Many of these studies adapt the multiple price list technique which was first introduced by Binswanger (1980). Holm et al. (2013) employ a multiple price list technique to elicit risk aversion in a sample of 700 entrepreneurs and 200 non-entrepreneurs in China and deduce that entrepreneurs are no more likely to have higher tolerance for risk relative to non-entrepreneurs. Similarly, Andersen et al. (2014) use a multiple price list to measure risk aversion as a part of a field experiment in Denmark, and they do not find differences in risk aversion between small scale entrepreneurs and the general population. A reason for experimental studies finding results contrary to the theory of Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979) could be that they present subjects
with standard risk situations with known probabilities of different outcomes. However, in reality, entrepreneurial decision making also involves outcomes where probabilities are uncertain and individuals may respond differently to such conditions than the standard risk situations in experiments (Holm et al., 2013). Nonetheless, the empirical literature being inconclusive about the relationship between risk attitudes and entrepreneurial success provides an opportunity for more exploration.

We will elicit risk aversion among our samples through an incentivized measurement task as a part of our survey. Specifically, we adapt Vieder et al. (2015)’s certainty-equivalent measuring approach. The multiple price lists that have been widely used have shown to systematically overestimate risk aversion, especially in the presence of noise (Crosetto & Filippin, 2015; Andersson, 2015). With our rural sample having relatively low education levels, we want to avoid this issue, and thus we adapt a method which has shown promising data quality in a rural field setting in Ethiopia. Another advantage of the certainty-equivalent method over others is the flexibility it offers in analysis. While the method can be used for structural model estimation, it also allows for simple and intuitive non-parametric analysis.

We will have three choice lists in our specified task, and in each of them, the respondent will be offered repeated choices between a prospect (with a fixed winning probability) and different fixed amounts of money. Using several choice lists has the advantage that noise can be easily separated from preference parameters in econometric analysis. Moreover, for one randomly selected choice list, the respondents will be actually paid the amount they win if they choose the prospect or the fixed amount they choose. The enumerators will inform them clearly about this procedure, which can help ensure that they treat every single decision as if it were the one that would be played for real money, and eventually lead to better data quality (Vieder et al., 2015).

**Competitiveness**: Empirical studies have mostly employed experimental techniques to measure this attribute, both in the lab and lab-in-field settings. Fortunately, their results are also coherent with the theoretical literature as both conclude that entrepreneurs are more likely to compete than others and a higher level of competitiveness is correlated with entrepreneurial success. Holm et al. (2013) use an experimental game in China to elicit if a group of entrepreneurs tend to compete more than a randomly selected group of non-entrepreneurs from the same region. When conducting a trivia quiz, they gave their subjects a choice between being paid a certain amount per correctly answered question or entering a competition with another subject and being paid a much higher amount per correctly answered question if the subject won the competition and a much lower amount if they lost to their competitor. They conducted another quiz too in which the subjects had the same choice, except that the competition would be with three other subjects if they chose the latter scheme of payment. They find that entrepreneurs are more willing to compete than the control group in both the bilateral and multilateral competition schemes, and the outcome is robustly significant in the multilateral competition at 5% level. Similarly, in a lab-in-field study in Germany, Urbig et al. (2019) conducted a competition game where they provided a choice to subjects between a competitive winner-takes-all tournament payment scheme and a non-competitive piece-rate payment scheme. They conclude that controlling for other factors, entrepreneurs are more likely to enter competition just for the sake of competition rather than the prospect of winning it or personal development.

We will also be using a similar lab-in-field experiment to elicit the ‘willingness to compete’ attribute among all our survey respondents. Our respondents will be asked to participate in a game, and before playing, they will choose between being compensated either under a piece-rate scheme or a competitive scheme where their scores will depend on the scores of some other women in the region who have already played the game. They will not be given information on how well others have performed. This exercise will, thus, help us examine if the different types of female entrepreneurs in our sample act differently when choosing between a non-competitive scheme and a tournament scheme.

**Lessons Learned on Working with Rural Women Entrepreneurs**

Our research, along with a rich empirical literature, has established that women face substantial mobility barriers in less developed countries which might make it difficult for them to access goods and services.
Hence, any development programs targeting women must address these access constraints. In our work, we found that women who had to travel outside their village were much less likely to enroll in a free government skills training program as compared to women who had a training center located within their own village. And a large fraction of this distance penalty was paid when crossing the boundary of their village. While compensating women for the travel cost did not mitigate this “boundary effect”, organizing a safe and reliable transport service to enable women to attend training outside their village did improve enrollment rates (Cheema et al., 2020). The same constraints which prevented many women from participation in skills training continued to limit trainees’ work, and business, opportunities post-training. We found that designing a market access program that acknowledged the existence of these constraints and offered a way around them from the outset, achieved a positive impact on earnings and entry into self-employment.

Conclusion

Given that certain ‘entrepreneurial’ attributes are found to predict business growth (Fafchamps & Woodruff, 2017; McKenzie & Sansone, 2017), it is important to study how personal attributes vary across different individual entrepreneurs and whether they change in response to an external intervention. We study how different groups of women entrepreneurs in a low-income region differ in their entrepreneurial attributes. While previous studies have compared entrepreneurs with non-entrepreneurs, we attempt to compare how measures of entrepreneurial ability differ across distinct groups of entrepreneurs in addition to comparing them with non-entrepreneurs. Moreover, our study contributes to the literature by measuring if a randomized market exposure treatment affected some of the attributes associated with entrepreneurial success. The study is expected to complete in late 2023.
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Supporting the development of small and growing businesses (SGBs) in developing countries is key to enabling job creation and poverty alleviation. Although the evidence base in this area is expanding, there is still much we do not understand about how to best support firm growth and create quality jobs. To address this gap, the Small and Growing Business (SGB) Evidence Fund, a joint effort of the International Growth Centre (IGC) and the Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE), supports collaborations between researchers and practitioners to understand the most effective ways to support SGBs and the economic and social impact of SGB growth.
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